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Leonel Cigars Range

Leonel No.511
For the filler of the Leonel No.511 a very unusual combination of Nicaraguan tobaccos was used. Five diffe-

rent tobaccos from cultivation areas in Nicaragua were selected as the basis for full-bodied but well-balanced 
aromas.

During the smoke the medium - to full-bodied strength of the cigar unfolds harmoniously, revealing a rich vari-
ety of Nicaraguan tobacco aromas.

A Colorado-Claro wrapper from Nicaragua adds the finishing touch to the No.511 imparting a creamy note to 
the blend right from the word go.

As the wrapper for the No.511 is cultivated in the shade it has a golden-brown touch.





Leonel No.511 Robusto

“Leonel Five-Eleven as we call it, impresses 
me with its wealth of aromas even though 
it is not a too strong cigar. This probably is 

the reason too why it has become our best-
seller. I am a Belicoso fan and had some 

rolled for own use – in response to all the 
requests we had, it was decided to include 
the Belicoso format in the official Leonel 

Cigar range recently.“

Aroma: creamy, chocolate, pepper, 
wood, nut

Origin:  Nicaragua

Leonel No.511 Gordo

Leonel No.511 Toro Gordo

Leonel No.511 Belicoso

Leonel No.511 Tube Robusto
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Leonel L-Series
Mild, creamy aromas are at the centre of the Leonel L-Series blend. The L-Series by Leonel are made in the 

Dominican Republic and have mild Dominican tobaccos in the filler, accentuating the classic Dominican taste.
A golden-brown Connecticut Shade Wrapper adds the finishing touch to this cigar; a blend popular with aficio-

nados, those who smoke cigars occasionally for the love of it, as well as beginners. 





Leonel L-Series Perla

„The L-Series has become “everybody’s dar-
ling”. Mild and creamy in taste, this cigar 
can be enjoyed anytime of the day and is 

also recommendable for beginners.“

Aroma: creamy
Origin:  Dominican Republic

Leonel L-Series Robusto

Leonel L-Series Corona

Leonel L-Series Panatela

Leonel L-Series Gran Robusto





Leonel Cigars Range

Leonel P-Series
Leonel P-Series embodies the unmistakeable Panamá tobacco aromas. The “P” of this Series stands for Pa-

namá tobaccos, being used for the very first time in cigar creations by Leonel.

The filler is a combination of mild tobaccos from Panamá and Nica-
ragua. To attain a mild, well-balanced blend mainly Seco tobaccos 
were selected. The binder of the Leonel P-Series comes from Nica-
ragua and so does the golden-brown Claro wrapper. 
Panamá tobacco, however, is the heart piece of the filler and de-
termines the aroma of the Leonel P-Series. For this exclusive cigar 
series Panamá tobaccos matured for more than five years were 
purchased and incorporated in this Series. 
The Leonel P-Series is rolled in Esteli, Nicaragua where the Series 
Leonel No.511 and Leonel Terre Rouge, repeatedly awarded for 
their high quality, are also produced.
Leonel P-Series is available in 4 different, not standardized for-
mats, chosen consciously to attain an intensive aroma.

The Leonel P-Series, a mild smoke, have a very characteristic aro-
ma with dominant notes of nuts and cream. 
The minute the cigar is lit the aroma starts to unfold and accompa-
nies the smoke up to the very end.





Leonel P-Series 350 Half Corona

„The nutty aromas of the P-Series blend, 
not often find in mild cigars, convinced 
me. Furthermore, this is the first Leonel 

containing a big amount of the very rare 
Panamá tobacco.“

Aroma: nut, creamy
Origin:  Nicaragua

Leonel P-Series 450 Magnum

Leonel P-Series 550 Robusto

Leonel P-Series 600 Toro Gordo

Leonel P-Series 640





Leonel Cigars Range

Leonel Rare
Leonel Rare is the personal creation of our master blender as a homage to original Nicaraguan aromas of 

which he is a staunch and passionate devotee.
The blend is a Ligero-Seco composition of tobaccos he selected from various cultivation areas in Nicaragua. 

Only tobaccos reflecting the unique, traditional Nicaraguan aromas, were considered for this blend, a remin-
der of the earthy taste typical for Cuban tobaccos.

Leonel Rare is medium-bodied to full in taste accompanied by coffee and toast aromas. An oily, shiny brown 
wrapper from Nicaragua completes the blend.





“I enjoy smoking a Leonel Rare in the eve-
nings. Its earthy, medium-bodied aromas 
remind me a little of Cuban cigars of old. „

Aroma: earthy, coffee, toast, leather
Origin:  Nicaragua

Leonel Rare Robusto
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Leonel Rare Limited
The Leonel Rare Special Edition 2016 sets new standards in aroma and tobacco. Nicaraguan filler and binder 
tobaccos, matured more than once, acquired a phenomenal aromatic bouquet but mild to medium-bodied in 

strength.
An oily, Mocca brown Nicaraguan wrapper, cultivated from Cuban seeds, fermented and matured until it 

took on a Maduro brown colour rounds off the cigar. The result, a rich aroma and mild to medium-bodied in 
strength is unmistakeable. 

The wrapper used for the Leonel Rare Special Edition 2016 is the most exclusive and expensive wrapper ever 
used in the manufactory where Leonel Cigars are made.

Leonel Rare Special Edition 2016 is available in Belicoso format. Length 12.7 cm with a ring gauge of 20 mm. 
Originally it was decided to base the Leonel Rare Special Edition 2016 on the classic Leonel Rare blend. In the 
creation process with various prototypes the blend continually changed and a completely new cigar emerged 

to become the Special Edition 2016.
Leonel Rare Special Edition is limited to 1,000 boxes worldwide.

The Belicoso format of the Leonel Rare Special Edition develops a delicate aroma that accompanies the mild 
to medium-bodied cigar from the beginning right up to the last draw. The bouquet is soft and rich, characte-

rized by roast aromas as well as hues of cedar and wood with a slightly fruity finish.





„In my opinion the Leonel Rare Limited 
Edition is the best cigar we have yet pro-

duced. Somewhat fuller in taste and rich in 
aroma. The smoke immediately convinced 
me. Unfortunately, the wrapper is so rare 

and not available in all sizes, i.e. not availa-
ble for all formats, that we could only have 

one format 2016.“

Aroma: Roast, wood, cedar, spices
Origin:  Nicaragua

Leonel Rare Limited 2016 - Belicoso

Leonel Rare Limited 2017 - 640





Leonel Terre Rouge is the strongest blend in the Leonel Cigar Series. The name “Terre Rouge” means “red 
earth”, referring to the red-brown Nicaraguan soil in which the strong tobaccos used for Leonel Terre Rouge, 

are cultivated.
Strong Nicaraguan tobacco varieties were selected for the filler, mostly picked from the Ligero part of the 

tobacco plant. The interaction between the dark brown Cuban Seed wrapper from Nicaragua and the filler to-
baccos makes the Leonel Terre Rouge a full-bodied smoke, rich in aroma with distinct pepper and toast notes.

Leonel Cigars Range

Leonel Terre Rouge





Leonel Terre Rouge Robusto

„If I feel like smoking a strong cigar in the 
evening Leonel Terre Rouge is the perfect 

blend for me. For the greatest part we 
selected Ligero tobaccos from various 

Nicaraguan provenances, amongst others 
Condega, Jalapa and Esteli too. Inter-
grating these tobaccos accentuate the 

characteristic Nicaraguan aromas..“

Aroma: spicy, earthy, coffee, toast
Origin:  Nicaragua

Leonel Terre Rouge Gordo

Leonel Terre Rouge Toro Gordo
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Leonel Small Batch Series





Aroma: earthy, coffee, toast
Origin:  Nicaragua

Leonel Small Batch Series
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Leonel Taste of Excellence 
Sampler

Leonel Taste of Excellence Sampler Leonel Taste of Excellence 
Tube Sampler





For Leonel Original special seed mixes and tobaccos cultivated, then matured in the Dominican Republic and 
South America for many years, give the cigar its full aroma and mild to medium-bodied rich taste.

For the most part, the filler tobaccos are grown in the Dominican Republic. They guarantee the pleasant, 
harmonious and voluminous aroma of this mild to medium-bodied cigar. However, alternating earthy and spicy 

notes, added by tobaccos grown in Nicaragua and Peru, accompany and highlight the smoke. 
Adding a special effect is the choice of a hybrid mix from Cuban and Connecticut seeds cultivated in Ecuador 

for the wrapper. This hybrid seed mix unites the full-bodied strength of Cuban tobaccos with the silky smooth-
ness of Connecticut Shades.

Leonel Cigars Range

Leonel Original





Leonel Original Petit Robusto

„Leonel Original is a beautiful mild cigar 
but although it is mild, its strength lies in 

the rich aroma of the smoke.“

Aroma: creamy, toast, spicy, earty
Origin: Dominican Republic

Leonel Original Double Robusto

Leonel Original Robusto

Leonel Original Double Toro

Leonel Original Tube Robusto





Story
Leonel Cigars was founded by Norbert and Daniel Höldke in 2010 
– a cigar brand fashioned to their personal taste.
Father and son share the same passion for smoking cigars as both 
are in the cigar business in the second and third generation. Their 
enthusiasm for cigars took them to several tobacco cultivating 
countries where they visited numerous manufacturers.
Many an Aficionado dream of creating an own blend. Norbert 
Höldke and his Son Daniel made their dream come true in starting 
their own cigar project in Nicaragua.
It was the beginning of the Leonel Cigar brand based on a concept 
defined by them. Their very own cigar composition, manufactured 
as an exclusive Boutique Blend.

The world of tobaccos

In Esteli in Nicaragua and Santo Domingo in the Dominican Repu-
blic they delved deep into the world of tobaccos and were introdu-
ced to the intricacies in the creation of fine cigars by experienced 
cigar manufacturers and tobacco producers.
On these visits, Daniel and Norbert Höldke tested raw tobaccos 
and learnt much about the difference in tobaccos fermented for 
various lengths of time and fresh tobacco crops. They tried nu-
merous wrapper tobaccos in combination with filler blends; smo-
king with master blenders of well-known manufactories in Esteli 
to develop a wide and critical understanding of blends.
In Esteli they were introduced to many interesting personalities 
from the cigar community and experienced the warmth and hospi-
tality, the relaxed atmosphere so typical for these regions.

Leonel Cigars – exclusive cigars in small editions

Several months passed and many different tastings followed be-
fore the first blend was ready for production.
Own tobaccos were bought and used to produce Leonel Ci-
gars in the manufactory in Esteli, Nicaragua. Norbert and Da-
niel Höldke personally brought the first Leonel cigars along to 
Germany to present their new brand at the Inter-Tabac in Dort-
mund.
At the tobacco trade show, Leonel Cigars aroused the interest of 
many cigar aficionados as well as cigar distributors, so much so 
that currently Leonel Cigars are on sale in more than 150 of the 
top cigar stores in Germany and in many European countries.

Leonel Cigar Range – Blends for aficionados

As the demand and popularity of the brand increased Norbert 
and Daniel Höldke decided to create further blends, fuller in 
taste, using different and to a certain extent very rare tobaccos.
With diligence, endurance and in close cooperation with the 
manufacturers in the Dominican Republic and Nicaragua father 
and son established the Leonel Cigar brand. 90 % of the capacity 
at the manufactory in Esteli, Nicaragua where the No.511, Terre 
Rouge and P-Series are made, is utilized for the production of 
Leonel Cigars.





Manufactory
Taste by Leonel

The use of special tobaccos and fermentation processes give the Le-
onel blends their multifaceted aroma.
Selecting tobaccos wisely and then creating Leonel Blends to perso-
nal taste and with an own concept is the secret behind the very high 
manufacturing quality attained in the production of Leonel Cigar 
brands.
Permanent interaction with the master blenders guarantees the 
consistent excellent quality of Leonel Cigars and its characteristic 
fascinating taste worthy of the label “Taste of Excellence”.

Tobaccos from 9 countries and more than 20 prove-
nances

The area chosen for the manufacture of Leonel Cigars depends on 
where the biggest part of tobaccos used for the cigars come from. 
Leonel Cigars are therefore manufactured in two locations:
Leonel Original and the L-Series are made in the Dominican Repu-
blic.
Leonel No.511, Terre Rouge, P-Series and Rare are produced in Ni-
caragua.
The tobaccos used for Leonel Cigars come from 9 different coun-
tries and more than 20 different cultivation provenances.

„In our opinion, “Taste of Excellence” 
stands for a truly unique taste, which 

lingers on after the smoke and makes me 
look forward to the next cigar in eager 

anticipation.“



www.leonel-cigars.com

Join us on Facebook and Instagram:  Leonel Cigars


